Abstract Can artificial communities of agents develop language with scaling relations close to the Zipf law? As a preliminary answer to this question, we propose an Automata Networks model of the formation of a vocabulary on a population of individuals, under two in principle opposite strategies: the alignment and the least effort principle. Within the previous account to the emergence of linguistic conventions (specially, the Naming Game), we focus on modeling speaker and hearer efforts as actions over their vocabularies and we study the impact of these actions on the formation of a shared language. The numerical simulations are essentially based on an energy function, that measures the amount of local agreement between the individual's vocabularies. The results suggests that on one dimensional lattices the best strategy to the formation of shared languages is the one that minimizes the speaker's efforts on communicative tasks.
Introduction
The vocabulary of a language can be understood as a bipartite network formed by a set of words and a set of meanings. It involves two crucial aspects (among others): one arises from the self-organization of (close to human) languages; and one arises from the minimization of the communicative costs on linguistic interactions. First of all, a vocabulary solves the problem of how on a population the individuals reach an agreement about linguistic conventions. This is a hard task essentially because there is no central control in a language and the linguistic interactions suppose only a small set of participants. The solution is fundamentally based on the concept of alignment, which means that during communication speakers and hearers select from their inventories the words that give the highest chance of communicative success. Alignment is then a strategy by which language users cooperate in order to increase the understanding in communication. The appearance of self-organization is a natural consequence: to the extent that a linguistic convention participates in more successful interactions, it will be used by more individuals and it will become successful [13] .
The second crucial aspect involved on a vocabulary is a consequence of the least effort principle [17, 8, 4, 9] . At a lexical level, it implies the minimization of the costs related to the word-meanings associations. For the speaker, the effort E s is minimized when an unique word refers to multiple meanings; and the maximal effort implies the using of one word for each meaning. In contrast, the hearer's effort E h is related to the ambiguity of the signals conveyed by the speaker. The minimal ambiguity for the hearer supposes the maximal effort for the speaker (one word, one meaning); and the maximal ambiguity for the hearer is equivalent to the minimal speaker's effort (one word to refer multiple meanings) [4] . The interesting case appears at some intermediate critical parameter of a linear combination of the efforts E s and E h , where there is a phase transition from a network with a small set of words being used to a one-to-one word-meaning association network. At the critical parameter, it recovers a scaling relation between the number of connections of each word and its frequency (the Zipf law) [17, 4] .
This brief paper develops an Automata Networks model of the process of vocabulary formation on a population of individuals, under two in principle opposite strategies: the alignment and the individual's effort minimization. In general, we give a preliminary answer to the following question (proposed in similar terms by [9] ): can artificial communities of agents develop language with scaling relations close to the Zipf law? Based on the previous account to the emergence of linguistic conventions (specially the Naming Game [2] ), we focus on modeling speaker and hearer efforts as actions over their vocabularies and we study the impact of these actions in the formation of a shared language. Unlike other works, for example, [15] , we suppose a one-to-one equivalence between objects and meanings.
We do not aim to develop a "realistic" model of vocabulary formation but an abstract approximation that captures the essential elements of the problem. To do this task, a natural approach is through Automata Networks [6, 16] , which are attractive models for systems that exhibit self-organization. Within this account, from extreme simplified rules of local interactions inspired in real phenomena, it is observed astonishingly rich patterns of behavior, for instance, human language vocabularies. Thus, we are able to propose a mathematical formalization of the process of vocabulary formation, viewed as a complex pattern emerging from microscopic communicative interactions.
The paper proceeds by introducing some details of the Automata Networks model (Section 2). This is followed in Section 3 by numerical experiments. The aim of the experiments is to solve a simple question: to what extent the emerging vocabularies are shared by the entire population? To shed light on this question, we introduce a distance that measures the amount of local agreement between individual's vocabularies. Finally, we briefly discuss the results and propose future work.
The model

The lexical matrix
The vocabulary of each individual is formed by two sets: n words (or sounds) and m objects (or meanings).
Equivalently, the words are elements of {1, ..., n}, and the objects are elements of {1, ..., m}. We model the vocabulary of the individual k ∈ L as the n × m lexical matrix
, where a k ij = 1 if the i − th word is connected to the j − th object, and a k ij = 0 in other case [5, 10, 7, 1, 3, 9] . On the matrix A k , we define the degree d A k (w) of the word w as the number of objects associated to w:
Automata networks
Let L be a finite one dimensional lattice of length N with periodic boundary conditions (in formal terms, L is analogous to Z/N Z). The individuals are located on the vertices of L, and they interact with their immediate neighbors (in our case, the left and right ones). More precisely, we define the neighborhood of the vertex k as the set V k = {r ∈ L : 0 < d(k, r) < 2}, where d(k, r) means the size of the shortest path between the vertices k and r. The vocabulary dynamics is defined by an Automata Network as the touple
, where Q is the set of states. Every vertex k has a local function or rule f k . The application of the local rule follows a function φ (the updating scheme) that gives the order in which the vertices are updated. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only a sequential updating scheme, defined as a random permutation of the set of nodes.
The state of the vertex k ∈ L at the time step t is the lexical matrix A k (t). Then, the set Q is defined as the set of all binary n × m matrices. The configuration X(t) at the time step t is the set of states {A r (t)} r∈L . The system evolves according to the local rule f k and the updating scheme function φ. At the time step t, one vertex, say k ∈ L, is choosen (following the sequential scheme). Then, the configuration X(t + 1) at the time step t + 1 is given by the application of the local rule f k on the vertex k. As we shall explain in detail on Section 2.4, the local rule f k takes into account the state of the vertex k, the lexical matrix A k (t), and the states of the k's neighbors, the lexical matrices {A r (t)} r∈V k , in order to give the state of the vertex k at the time step t + 1.
Actions based on the Naming Game
The Naming Game [10, 11, 2] models the negotiations on a population in order to reach agreement about the naming of an unique object. Each individual is endowed with a memory in which it stores words. At each time step, a pair of individuals is choosen: one plays the role of speaker and one plays the role of hearer. Here, the Naming Game rules are viewed as a set of simple actions or behaviors. First of all, the speaker chooses at random a word from its memory; if the speaker's memory is empty, it invents a new word (selection). Then, the speaker conveys the word to the hearer. Regarding to this word, the individuals are faced with two more actions: (1) if the word belongs to the hearer's memory, both speaker and hearer cancel all the words in their memories, except one of them (collapse); and (2) otherwise, the hearer adds the word to its memory (addition). It is necessary to remark that we attempt to solve a more general problem than the Naming Game. In this paper, we deal with multiple meanings and, therefore, we consider the existence of synonyms (one meaning, multiple words) and homonyms (multiple meanings, one word).
The rules of the Automata Networks model must capture the two mentioned strategies: (1) the individuals align their lexical matrices with each other; and, simultaneously, (2) each individual minimizes the communicative effort, according to its role in the communication (speaker or hearer). In order to involve the strategies (1) and (2), we give some precisions that we need. At the time step t, a vertex, say k ∈ L, and the object o ∈ {1, ..., m} are choosen. The vertex i plays the role of hearer, and the neighbors k − 1 and k + 1 play the role of speaker (see Fig.  1 ). Each of the speakers selects from its lexical matrix one word associated to the object o (the selection action) and shows it to the hearer. Regarding to these words (one from each neighbor), the hearer decides on its lexical matrix between (1) to add a link (the addition action); or (2) to cancel all the words linked to the object o, except one of them (the collapse action). These actions are a solution to the alignment strategy: the individuals either add words in order to increase the possibility of future successful interactions, or they cancel all words that do not contribute to such interactions. To introduce a first model of the self-interested features of effort minimization, we redefine the selection and the collapse actions. We write each action in a convenient way.
Definition 1 (Selection) Each of the speakers r ∈ {k − 1, k + 1} chooses the word w, linked to the object o in the matrix A r , with -the maximum degree (from now, denoted as the Max s action):
-the minimum degree (Min s ):
d A r (w); or -a degree selected at random from the previous ones (Random s )
Definition 2 (Addition)
The hearer k receives the set of words showed by the speakers (denoted as the set C). We callC the set of words that the hearer does not know, that is, a k co = 0 for c ∈C. If ∅ =C, the hearer updates its lexical matrix A k by setting a k co = 1 for c ∈C.
Definition 3 (Collapse)
In the case that the hearer knows all the words showed by the speakers (that is, ∅ =C), the hearer pick up the word w ∈ C with:
-a degree selected at random from the previous ones (Random h ) and then the hearer set all the associated links to the object o to 0, except the link a k wo .
Some precisions about the efforts related to the previous actions are needed. First, on the selection action the speaker minimizes its effort with Max s . The opposite occurs with Min s . Indeed, with the first action the speaker chooses a word associated to multiple meanings, and with the second one, it chooses a word associated in principle to a small set of meanings.
In the second place, the collapse action maximizes the hearer's effort with Max h (the maximal degree implies the maximal ambiguity), and it minimizes the hearer's effort with Min h (the minimal ambiguity provided by a close to one-to-one word-meaning association). Third, Random s and Random h actions work as "average" behaviors of the two previous ones.
Within the proposal of [4, 9] , the communication between speakers and hearers minimizes the linear combination of efforts Ω(λ) = λE h + (1 − λ)E s . For λ ≈ 0, the communicative effort arises only from the speaker's behaviors. In consequence, the effort E s is minimized. In contrast, for λ ≈ 1 the effort is strongly related to the hearer's behaviors. In our framework, the situation in which the hearer acts according to Max h and the speakers act according to Max s can be related to λ ≈ 0. On the other hand, if both speakers and the hearer respectively act according to Min h and Min s , one is setting λ ≈ 1.
Rules of the automata
By using the previous definitions, we write the rules of the automata in a simple way. The individual i is choosen at the time step t. The steps to play the language game are based on [12] .
(I) Shared attention
The individual i chooses (at random) an object o and it draws attention to the object in the neighborhood V i [12, 14] . (II) Selection: speaker behavior Each individual j ∈ V i selects (by using Max s , Min s or Random s ) the associated names to the object o. In the case that the object o is not connected with any word, the individual j conveys a name picked up at random from the set of words {1, ..., m}. (III) Addition or collapse: hearer behavior
The individual i receives the names uttered by the neighbors in V i . There are two possibilities: (i) The hearer i updates its lexical matrix by the addition of the missing words (links). (ii) If the hearer i has all the links showed by the speakers, the lexical matrix of the vertex i is updated by a collapse (by using Max h , Min h or Random h ).
An example of the dynamics
Suppose a simple situation with n = 2 words and m = 2 objects. At the time step t, the vertex k is choosen. 
Alignment measure
To measure explicitly the amount of alignment between the individual's lexical matrices, we propose the function D(t):
where 
Protocol
The experimental protocol consists in the following elements: (1) a ring of length N = 256; (2) 6000 time steps, where each time step implies that all individuals have been updated; (3) lexical matrices of size 64 × 64 (n = m = 64); (4) a sequential updating scheme; (5) With these elements, we describe the evolution of the function D(t), for 20 single realizations. To improve the numerical simulations, the experiments use parallel computing libraries (OpenMP) of C programming language. Fig. 3 D(t) versus t. On a ring of size 256, we exhibit the evolution of D(t) versus t. We average 20 realizations from empty initial lexical matrices. The dynamics under each effort action is represented by specific symbols: blue triangles mean Min (top); black circles mean Random (center); and red asterisks mean Max (bottom). We exhibit only the first 3000 time steps.
Two phases are distinguished in the behavior of D(t) versus t, as shown in Fig. 2 . First, very early in the dynamics the evolution of the function D(t) reaches a peak, under the three effort actions (Min, Random and Max). The appearance of the peak is understood partly as a consequence of the initial configuration. Indeed, each individual starts with a lexical matrix with all its entries being zero. After the peak, for the three effort actions the evolution of D(t) decreases until reach a stationary phase, that exhibits clearly different values (after approximately 1000 times steps). At this phase, the values of the distance function are close to 0.35 (Min), 0.1 (Random) and 0 (Max). The decrease in the function D(t) is related with its definition: the peak means the minimal distance between the individual's lexical matrices and, therefore, it stimulates the appearance of collapse actions.
Discussion
The previous results strongly suggest that the three effort actions solve with different degrees of successful the task of the formation of shared vocabularies. In this sense, the best action is Max, followed by Random and Min, as shown in Fig. 3 . Since Max simultaneously minimizes the speaker's efforts and maximizes the hearer's efforts, it is reasonable to think that the minimization of the speaker's needs lead to cancel most of the words of the system. Indeed, the Fig. 3(c) shows that for the Max action there is a small set of word being used. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , it is suggested a scaling in the organization of the lexical matrices close to the (human) languages [4, 9] .
At the stationary phase, as shown in Fig. 3 , the evolution of D(t) exhibits an interesting fact: the values are closer under Random and Max, in comparison with Min. We think that these differences arise from the topology where the individuals are located. On the one dimensional ring, each individual only considers its immediate neighbors (left and right ones), and then most of the decisions on the communicative interactions are based on the speaker's behaviors. In other words, regarding to some object the speakers must decide which word to use from a large set of size n. In contrast, the hearer's decisions arise from a set of only two words (one from each neighbor, on the one dimensional case).
Future work could involve two aspects: (1) the study of the dynamics on more general graphs (two dimensional lattices, random graphs or small world networks); and (2) the description of the scaling laws observed in the lexical matrices associated to each individual. We exhibit a typical lexical matrix for each effort action, after 6000 times steps. Black color means ones, white color means zeros.
